MADRID / CASTILLA Y LEON

We propose you discover the Capital of Spain, Madrid, the most powerfull and historic City from Spain. In the same travel, lets improve our time to drive Castilla y Leon, famous by Castles and monuments and of course we will discover wines from various D.O.s, including D.O. Toro and D.O. Ribera del Duero.

Read our travel recomendations and area info.

- Climatic conditions
  + Semidry area / Best season all year.
  + Average Tempratures between 10°C to 40°C

- Area visited
  + Beach / No
  + Inland / Yes
  + Medium mountain / Yes
  + High mountain / No

- Included
  + Transport with Chauffeur / Yes
  + Wineries / Yes
  + Hotels High Class / Yes
  + Restaurants / Yes
  + Cities and Villages / Yes

- Travel duration
  + 14 days in Spain (Flights not included)
MADRID

Lovely Madrid !!

All our travels includes a mix of wine, gastronomy, history, monuments and relax, but when talking about Madrid everything goes a level up.

Madrid, as the Capital of the King of Spain, is the most representative City when talking about cultures, population and services.

Lets go to visit the Down Town with all his monuments, buildings, plazas, terrazas, bars, lights and one of the most exclusive nightlifes from Spain.

Lets visit his "Cool" areas where modernism takes place, the old town with the older momuments, the Real Palace, the underground cultures, the central train station Atocha, take a walk under the skyline over the night and feel how many positive energy you can get from this City.

If interested to taste Tapas, trust us, you can not imagine how many places you will have in your hands to enjoy delicious combinations of flavours and wines, just take your time, let us recomend you where and delaight your time.

Be ready !! Madrid and Viva España !!
Toledo

If Madrid is Madrid, Toledo is Toledo, located close to Madrid we will visit this monumental City.

Walking his streets we will see an old City where turism and gastronomy are signals of identity.

The Catedral of Toledo is one of the monuments you can not forget in this visit.

Restaurants specialized in local food and wine pairings are waiting you, our services will provide unforgettable experiences, never mind about that, is our work.

Viva España !!
Salamanca

If Madrid is Madrid and Toledo is Toledo, then Salamanca is Salamanca. Ole!!

University City and monumental downtown, lets make this first part of the travel a nice value between history, wine, monuments and food.

As proposed in Toledo, Samalamanca is a unforgettable City where we will spend some time taking pictures, tasting local foods and enjoying nice wines.

Over the night, I can only recomend you get place in a good terraza in the Plaza Mayor and order some tapas with a fresh beer or good wine.

Be always ready to share local culture and relax with high quality hotels, restaurants and services.

I do my best always to make your experience exquisite.

Be ready!!
Wine, yes, the most intense part of the travel is coming.

On the way to Valladolid, we will take a breath visiting Zamora and having an incredible lunch we will begin to discuss how many Wineries we are going to visit coming days. Let us surprise you ;-) 

Enjoy Zamora, small Town with some monuments and singular places for dinner.


The war of the wines is becoming !!

Be advised !! and OLÉ !!

Pictures,
-Cave restaurant in Zamora
-Valladolid
We promise it. And then, it happens, only this page, and only for you, my two personal favourites D.O.s from Spain. I wish with my best, you will enjoy good times...... VIVA ESPAÑA!!
It will be a mix of visiting Wineries and discovering Cities and Villages.

As we always offer, luxury services bringing you the essences of the travel.

Wine is wine, but too much better when high class attention is offered while traveling.

Lets discover Valladlid, Palencia, Aranda del Duero, Burgos, Toro .... taste wines, be relaxed, we do reservations in the restaurants or Wineries and after part of the day in the Winery we will finish every day walking in some Villages and dinning local foods.

Meet local people, see how kids are playing in the Plazas while you take a seat in front of the most important monuments.

And only think, the pack you are going to choose next year.

Always Welcome.

Pictures,  
-Catedral de Burgos  
-Burgos  
-Catedral Palencia
Ending the travel, and hoping you will be full of wine experiences, let's have a small relax time.

Segovia, Small Town located in our way back to Madrid, is a romantic and beautiful City to close this pack.

Take a breath, enjoy nice views and palate fantastic tapas in their rustic street arround downtown.

The Palacio de San Ildefonso should bring you a unique experience when visiting all this monumental and historic area.

OLÉ!!
Along our travel, we will enjoy good times visiting some of the best Wineries in Andalucia.

Here you can see some sample Wineries in our itinerary.

Confirmations about which Wineries are we going to visit will be detailed after booking travel Packs.
PACK 5 - Madrid / Castilla y Leon - SPAIN

This Pack offers travelers

COMUNIDADES AUTONOMAS:
1.- MADRID
2.- CASTILLA Y LEON

CITIES AND VILLAGES:
1.- MADRID
2.- TOLEDO
3.- SALAMANCA
4.- ZAMORA
5.- VALLADOLID
6.- PALENCIA
7.- BURGOS
8.- SEGOVIA
9.- VARIOUS VILLAGES

WINERIES AND OTHER PRODUCTS:
1.- D.O. MADRID
2.- D.O. SIERRA DE SALAMANCA
3.- D.O. TORO
4.- D.O. RIBERA DEL DUERO
5.- D.O. TIERRA DE ZAMORA
6.- D.O. BIERZO

GASTRONOMY:
1.- FIRST CLASS RESTAURANTS
2.- LOCAL PLATES

NATURE & RELAX:
WE ALWAYS OFFER NATURE AND RELAX IN OUR HIGH CLASS TRAVEL PACKS.

IMPORTANT:
All our packs are semi-bespoke travels. All the info detailed is general and some changes could be done due different reasons, availability, number of visitors, dates etc etc.
Its recomended to book the travel Pack with minimum 2 moths in advance. Then we can book all the needs and provide travelers all the definitive itinerary.
Legal age for driving, alcohol and tobacco in Spain is 18 y.o.
Please, notify us before to book your travel if any personal or private asistance is needed.